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A powerful, heart-pounding thriller from the unparalleled New York Times bestselling and two-time
Edgar Award-winning author of The Last Child and The King of Lies, Down River will haunt your
thoughts long after the last page is turned.

Adam Chase has a violent streak, and for good reason. As a boy, he saw things no child should witness,
suffered wounds that left him misunderstood?a fighter. Even grown, he remains dangerous and
unpredictable, so that when he narrowly beats a murder charge, he's hounded out of town, exiled for a sin he
did not commit. For five long years, he disappears. But now he's back, and no one knows why - not his
family or the cops, not the enemies he left behind. But Adam has his reasons. Attacked within hours of his
return, the tone of his homecoming is set. As bodies turn up and the town rises in anger, Adam again finds
himself in the fight of his life, not just to prove his innocence, but to reclaim the only life he's ever wanted.
Secrets build on secrets, emotions tear, and more than one person crosses the brink as Hart examines the
lengths to which people will go for money, family, and revenge.
Praise for John Hart and Down River:

"[Hart] combines gripping plots with a wonderful gift for prose, making his books literary crowd-pleasers
that appeal to the brain as well as the emotions. There are few books published that can legitimately be called
"a must-read," but this is one of them." --Chicago Sun Times

"If you value Harper Lee, James Lee Burke, Truman Capote, and Michael Malone… it's time to add John
Hart to your bookshelves." --Otto Penzler, The New York Sun

"An artist adding layers of paint ... Hart takes his time, snaring the reader with evocative storytelling and lush
prose along with the usual quota of conflict and murder." --The Boston Globe

"[A] complex, emotionally charged novel… Down River is a beautifully constructed story of personal
redemption, family secrets, and murder…. A truly splendid novel with a deep emotional core." --Booklist
(starred)

"The thrills come fast and furious." ?Washington Post

"Nail-biting suspense." –Raleigh News and Observer

"Richly atmospheric… should settle once and for all the question of whether thrillers and mysteries can also
be literature." –Publishers Weekly, starred review

"Falls squarely in the league of the best of Southern novels." --South Florida Sun Sentinel
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From reader reviews:

Craig Chivers:

The book Down River give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make your
capable far more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting tension or having big problem
with your subject. If you can make studying a book Down River to get your habit, you can get more
advantages, like add your capable, increase your knowledge about several or all subjects. You can know
everything if you like available and read a reserve Down River. Kinds of book are several. It means that,
science reserve or encyclopedia or others. So , how do you think about this reserve?

Clifford Walsh:

The book untitled Down River is the book that recommended to you to study. You can see the quality of the
publication content that will be shown to you actually. The language that article author use to explained their
way of doing something is easily to understand. The author was did a lot of study when write the book, to
ensure the information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-book of Down
River from the publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Aurora Foster:

That guide can make you to feel relax. This kind of book Down River was colourful and of course has
pictures on the website. As we know that book Down River has many kinds or variety. Start from kids until
adolescents. For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and feel that you are the
character on there. So , not at all of book are make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and loosen
up. Try to choose the best book for you and try to like reading in which.

Jason Probst:

A lot of book has printed but it differs. You can get it by web on social media. You can choose the very best
book for you, science, amusing, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is called of book Down
River. Contain your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it could possibly add your
knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most essential that, you must aware about book. It
can bring you from one location to other place.
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